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Overview of ALCB Fund
Target Impact:
▪ Capital Market Development – Increased primary issuance and capacity
▪ Issuer Balance Sheet – Reduced FX risk and more sustainable funding sources
▪ Target Sector Growth – High impact on growth, employment and the poor

ALCB

Financial
Inclusion

Housing &
Mortgages

Agriculture &
Agri-Lending

Infrastructure &
Renewables

Ultimate beneficiaries:
▪ By investing in these sectors, the Fund promotes income growth and improved
livelihoods among MSMEs and households in Africa
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Overview of ALCB Fund (cont’d)
MISSION

Mobilization of domestic resources into high impact sectors
(benefitting MSMEs/households), increasing private-sector
resilience through reduced FX exposure and contributing
towards more efficient allocation of domestic savings and
greater financial self-reliance in African economies.

STRATEGY

Promote the primary issuance of bonds and other transparent
capital markets instruments by providing anchor investment,
technical assistance and hand-holding, making it easier and
cheaper to come to the capital markets. Uniquely, we price to
market and require local co-investment and arrangers.

TARGETS

* New issuers – mostly first-time (and follow-on) bond issuers
* New sectors – promoting sectors such as microfinance and
renewable energy to the capital markets
* New products – demonstrating innovative capital market
products, e.g. mortgage securitization and green bonds
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Case for Domestic Market Funding
Rationale for Potential Issuers

Broader Economic Benefits

• Cheapest source of local currency
financing, with no FX risk
• Diversification from offshore
investors (such as DFIs)
• Domestic funding more sustainable
as investors will always be there

• Reduction in systemic risks such as
FX and the reliance on DFIs
• Growing domestic liquidity in
African economies requires
transparent capital markets to
reinvest in the real economy

Suitability for Bond Markets

ALCB Fund Strategy

• Pension funds and other
institutional investors require
transparent low risk instruments
• Issuers should have a track-record
of managing risk for investors
• Issuance sometimes requires scale
to overcome transaction costs

• Supports first-time issuance by
non-Sovereign entities
• Work closely with issuers and local
stakeholders to push deals forward
• Act as anchor investor to provide
comfort to the issuer and investors
• Offer TA to mitigate issuance costs
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What do Capital Markets do?
GENERAL
TRENDS

ECONOMIC
GROWTH

SAVINGS
ACCUMULATION

STAKEHOLDERS

ISSUERS

INTERMEDIARIES

INVESTORS

Central exchanges, investment
banks, lawyers, broker/ dealers,
accountants, rating agencies…

Local pension/ mutual funds,
insurance companies, asset
managers, commercial banks…

Supportive laws,
regulations & enabling
environment

Development of a
Sovereign bond market
and benchmarks

Financial institutions (banks,
MFIs, SPVs), corporates, local
gov., sub-sovereign entities…

POLICIES

Sound macro-economic
management (e.g. low
inflation, interest rates)
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DOMESTIC
INVESTMENT

Local Currency Bond Markets (LCBMs)
• A bond is a fixed income security that is either held privately by investors
or listed/ traded on a central exchange
• For an issuer, it allows long-term, large-scale capital to be raised from
institutional investors on a continuous basis (e.g. note program)
• For institutional investors, it offers a transparent, regulated instrument
with clear pricing/ risk benchmarks and reporting
• Crucial difference with a loan is that all investors participate under
common terms and standard documentation
• Typically, bullet repayment with quarterly or six-monthly coupons
SPV

Issuer

Sector
Regulator(s)

Rating Agency

BOND

Trustee

ADVISORS

INSTITUTIONS

AGENTS

Financial

Exchange

Placement

Legal

CSD

Collateral

Accounting

CM Regulator

Calculation
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Underwriter
Broker/ Dealer

Pension Fund
Insurance Co.
Asset Man.
Sector
Regulator(s)

How do LCBMs Develop?
MACRO FUNDAMENTALS

MARKET INSTITUTIONS

Fiscal & Monetary Stabilization
Reduced Inflation
Stable Interest Rates
Increased Savings Rate

Public Securities Market
Effective Independent Regulation
Bond Listing Rules/ Procedures
Intermediation and Credit Ratings
LCBM

PENSION SECTOR

CREDITWORTHY ISSUERS

Incentives for Contributions
Professional Asset Management
Effective Independent Regulation
Flexible Portfolio Allocations

Long-term Government Bonds
Parastatal and Municipal bonds
Corporate Bonds Across Sectors
Innovative Structures, such as ABS
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Challenges for Local Currency Lending
• While strong growth over the past 15 years has led to growing
domestic savings and the emergence of institutional pools of liquidity
in several African markets, most institutional investor activity remains
limited to government bond markets; local commercial bank lending
is conservative, focused on a few sectors and lacks the impetus for
innovation and risk taking. African financial markets suffer from a
range of inefficiencies and shortcomings.
LOAN MARKET
•

•

Conservative and mostly
•
short-term lending strategies
among commercial banks
Limited financial structuring •
skills and lack of innovative
capacity (e.g. project finance)

BOND MARKET
Untested and uncertain legal •
and regulatory frameworks
for new instruments
A lack of experience among •
local intermediaries including
financial and legal advisers.
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Limited primary issuance in
capital markets, especially
corporate bonds
Insufficient secondary market
liquidity in capital markets &
limited price transparency

Negative Feedback Loop = Too Few Deals
Few and
undiversified Issuers

Lack of
Accountability
among Advisors

Riskier, slower
Transactions

Fewer Transactions

Borrowers rely on
Banking System

Few Investors with
limited Capital

Low Fee Pool for
Advisors

• Issuers and Investors can interact directly, or through intermediaries, such as mutual funds,
banks or brokers. In an ecosystem, the same actor can play multiple roles: banks can act as
issuers, investors and intermediaries.
• Capital market ecosystems are circular and multi-causal in nature: developing one element
can have a positive effect on others. Conversely, problems are generally multi-causal which
makes it difficult to solve a specific problem through a single targeted initiative only.
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Technical Assistance
The facility has key guidelines to ensure its
integrity and quality:

TA Facility
▪Transaction support: Given Issuers have limited
capital markets experience, there is a perception
that transaction costs will be either prohibitive or
risky, given deal uncertainty. Therefore, TA is used
to cover legal fees, reporting accountants, credit
ratings and other costs.
▪ Market requirements – an important aspect of transaction
support is meeting regulatory standards and promoting
international best practice in local markets.

▪1

Selection of advisers will be conducted
transparently with a process and
mechanisms to ensure fair selection; the
Fund Manager will work with advisers

▪2

Evaluation and procurement procedures will
be standardised, as will consulting
contracts, to ensure low administrative
complexity and easy access

▪3

The Fund, as part of its market development
role, will look to promote local advisers and
service providers to ensure a lasting impact
on the market and its intermediaries

▪Issuer capacity: The Fund wishes to promote high
environmental and social standards and client
protection principles among its clients

▪Product development: The Fund identifies new
products/initiatives that can promote market
development and deal origination for the Fund.
▪Market enhancement: Identifying studies, reforms
and other activities to improve market regulation,
governance and institutions.

▪Knowledge products: Specific tools, relating to the
activities above, disseminated to stakeholders.
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Investment Process
Standard investment process
Due
diligence

Timeline:
2 – 4 weeks

Initial contact

IC memo

Full investment
proposal

Timeline:
+ 4 – 8 weeks

TAFC memo

TAFC proposal

Selection of
advisors

Execution

Engagement of TA facility
▪

The Fund’s process involves a short memo for the Investment Committee followed by a longer and
more detailed Investment Proposal (and associated due diligence, site visits and KYC)

▪

The Fund can work with an Issuer from an early-stage, undertaking due diligence before other
investors and assisting with marketing to local investors

▪

The Fund can also participate in time-sensitive market offering, mobilizing its due diligence team
and IC in rapid time

▪

The time required for a TA assignment will vary depending on whether it feeds into the investment
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Investments to Date
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END OF PRESENTATION
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WEB: www.alcbfund.com

EMAIL: info@alcbfund.com

